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The University of Dayton

News Release
April 11, 1994_
Contact: Candace Stuart

AIR FORCE, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ENGINEERS DEVELOP PROCESS
THAT COULD SAVE ALMOST A QUARTER OF A BILLION DOLLARS
DAYTON, Ohio-- Using an injection molding process, engineers at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base and the University of Dayton Research Institute have developed sleeker
aircraft windshields and canopies that lock onto aircraft bodies -- a development that could
save taxpayers $224 million.
The pieces can be produced at a fraction of the cost and much faster than traditional
transparencies, are as sturdy as current transparencies but weigh less, in some cases give
pilots more visibility, and are easier to install, according to Bob Pinnell, an engineer at
Wright Laboratory's Flight Dynamics Directorate who conceived the project.
The technology could also be adapted for use in the automobile, electronics and
medical industries, Pinnell said.
"Because you can vary the thickness, you can make the transparency structurally
stronger where it needs to be strong, in the front," Pinnell said.
The front needs to be strong because it is most vulnerable to bird strikes, explained
William Braisted, a research engineer in the aerospace mechanics division at UDRI and one
of several UDRI researchers who have collaborated on the project. The base that attaches the
transparency to the aircraft needs to be thick and strong as well, he said.
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An F-16 canopy produced using injection molding could cost $2,000, Pinnell said,

while an F-16 canopy spare lists at $20,000. By calculating the service life of an F-16 and
fleet size, he estimated the new technology could save the Air Force -- and taxpayers -- $224
million. The F-16 System Program Office and Wright Laboratory are continuing their joint
efforts to accelerate the transition of this technology into a low-cost, injection-molded canopy
for their F-16 fleet.
The injection-molded transparencies can be mass produced, with one made every hour,
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and take less than an hour to install, Pinnell said. The F-16 transparency used today may
take a week to produce and about four full days to install.

' clear
Traditionally, transparency system manufacturers combine layers of
polycarbonate and acrylic materials, heating and bending them to form the wanted shape at a
a uniform thickness. The bending and cutting of the transparency and fastening it to the
frame with bolts all put stresses on the material. These stresses are the primary cause for
cracks or other failures during aging and bird strikes.
The injection-molding process eliminates some stress points and allows designers to
contour the transparency, making it thicker only where needed. The result is a sleeker
transparency that weighs less (making the aircraft more fuel-efficient) but remains strong.
Envirotech Molded Products in Salt Lake City produced prototype frameless
transparencies, molding 145 pieces in an 11-day period. The bubble-shaped windshields
thicken at the base where metallic fittings were incorporated during the injection molding.
Latches in the aircraft lock the windshield onto the body.
By eliminating the frame, designers have made the canopy lighter and increased the
pilot's field of view. Pinnell said by controlling the thickness, designers also improve optical

quality by decreasing distortion.
UDRI research engineers Geoffrey Frank, Marc Huelsman and Braisted have seen
encouraging analytical and experimental results. They conducted high-speed bird-strike tests
on the prototypes, using UDRI's Impact Physics Laboratory. UDRI's Greg Stenger, Kevin
Roach and James Higgins also contributed to the project.
"We did bird-strike testing to demonstrate the new process is at least as good, and as
bird-resistant, as other processes," Braisted said. "\Ve hope this technology can be used in the
development of future aircraft."
~·we

found the prototype was even stronger than we anticipated," Pinnell said.
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For interviews, call William Braisted at (513) 229-2986 and Geoffrey Frank at (513) 2293625. For interviews with Bob Pinnell, call Capt. Scott Vadnais at (513) 255-2725. For
more information, call Candace Stuart at (513) 229-3257.
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that's being distributed to high schools, and Roanoke College offers a computer disk that
combines graphics, text and photography and an interactive application for admission.
Students may submit their application on disk or print a hard copy and mail it to Roanoke.
The disk, developed by Roanoke graduates, also goes on the road with admission counselors.
Carnegie Mellon University is reviewing a student prototype of a computer program
that would provide prospective students with an overview of campus and its features. About
200 prospective students a year either submit their application via a computer disk or over the
Internet, the global information network.
Time runs out on senior projects, however, and at the University of Dayton, the
graduating MIS team is already planning future generations of their project. The wish list
includes an interactive admission application as well as .video clips, perhaps of well-known
alumni like Chuck Noll or Erma Hornbeck talking. about the quality of the education they
received at UD.
Time didn't allow them to get the bugs out of the process and to synchronize the
audio and video. "It would have been like Maxx Headroom," one student remarked. "Or
those Japanese Godzilla movies."
-30For interviews, contact Chris Munoz, associate provost for enrollment management, at (513)
229-3717; UD students Brian Witchger at (513) 222-7447; Matt Ramsey at (513) 325-170!";
Kim Roberson at (513) 434-2356 or 229-4603; Bob Winger at (513) 222-6696; and Andrew
Linegang at (513) 224-7234. Sources outside the University of Dayton include Donald J.
Bagert at Texas Tech University at (806) 742-3527; Bill Johnson at Lehigh University at
(610) 758-3172; Teresa Thomas at Roanoke College at (703) 375-2282; and Kyle Fisher
Morabito at Carnegie Mellon University at (412) 268-2900.

